Traditional approaches to understanding cognition in children with epilepsy (CWE) involve cross-sectional or prospective examination of diverse test measures, an approach that does not inform the interrelationship between different abilities or how interrelationships evolve prospectively. Here we utilize graph theory techniques to interrogate the development of cognitive landmarks in CWE and healthy controls (HC) using the two-year percentage change across 20 tests. Additionally, we characterize the development of cognition using traditional analyses, showing that CWE perform worse at baseline, develop in parallel with HC, statically maintaining cognitive differences two years later. Graph analyses, however, showed CWE to exhibit both lower integration and segregation in development of their cognitive networks compared to HC. In conclusion, graph analyses of neuropsychological data capture a dynamic and changing complexity in the interrelationships among diverse cognitive skills, maturation of the cognitive network over time, and the nature of differences between normally developing children and CWE.
Introduction
It is widely appreciated that neuropsychological status can be adversely affected in the childhood epilepsies, even among the so-called benign idiopathic epilepsies where intelligence is typically average but with abnormalities in specific areas of cognitive ability including language, memory, executive function or processing speed [1] [2] . Prospective investigations tracking children from the time of onset and diagnosis indicate that cognitive differences are present at or near the time of diagnosis with these differences typically maintained over time, without evidence of progressive decline or significant improvement out to five years later [3] [4] [5] .
These cognitive patterns have been uncovered and characterized by analysis of individual test scores (e.g., intelligence), combinations of test scores (e.g., intelligence, memory, executive function), or factor scores obtained at baseline and prospectively in some studies. While cognitive differences between participants with epilepsy and normally developing children can be identified and tracked over time, unclear however is how these diverse cognitive abilities and domains interact with one another in the epilepsy and control participants, if the interrelationships are different, and if so, in what ways. Especially unclear is the trajectory of these cognitive interrelationships and networks in the context of maturational brain changes, as increasing chronological age is of course associated with the development, specialization and harmonization of discrete cognitive skills (e.g., the emergence of improved executive functioning in adolescence) [6] .
A new approach to examine these interrelationships among diverse cognitive abilities is to conceptualize cognition as a network in which cognitive skills are arranged in an optimal balance between integration and segregation [7] . Such an approach, using graph theory techniques [8] [9] , is grounded in empiric experiments that demonstrated cognition is not simply the summation of discrete abilities but is a dynamic network in which training in one cognitive domain (e.g. working memory and executive function) augments skills in a different domain (e.g. fluid intelligence and language skills) [10] [11] . Further, the interrelationship between cognitive abilities is impacted by aging, as diverse abilities becomes more inter-correlated, or dedifferentiated in old age, presumably reflecting a neurological process that impairs global rather than domain specific cognition [12] .
Graph theory has been utilized in wide variety of imaging research to examine brain networks in epilepsy [13] [14] [15] , as well as to examine relationships between brain networks and cognition [16] , but rarely has cognition been the sole focus of examination. In the first characterization of cognition in epilepsy using graph theory techniques, we showed that the cognitive network was abnormal in children with newly diagnosed idiopathic epilepsies by virtue of less age appropriate segregation of cognitive skills and fragmentation of other ability areas compared to normally developing children [17] . While our cross-sectional study validated this approach and demonstrated baseline differences in epilepsy and healthy controls, this study examines their prospective cognitive development over a 2-year interval.
In so doing, we hypothesize that patterns of cognitive development in the epilepsy participants will reveal network alterations that facilitate developmental interactions among cognitive domains (hubs) to maintain average intelligence overtime; nevertheless, such a configuration will be more disorganized compared to normally developing controls. The measures to be calculated to explore these developmental issues include graph clustering coefficient, harmonic mean, modularity, and betweenness centrality; the latter making it possible to identify network hubs or the relative importance of nodes in the cognitive developmental network in each group. Finally, we hypothesize that our conceptualization of prospective cognitive network changes using graph theory will provide distinct insight into the dynamic coordination of different abilities over time that are not afforded by traditional analyses of neuropsychology data.
Methods Participants
Research participants consisted of 178 youth aged 8-18, including 104 with new and recentonset epilepsy and 74 healthy first-degree cousin controls. All participants had completed two waves of neuropsychological assessment including baseline and 2-year follow-up evaluations. At baseline, all participants attended regular schools. Children with epilepsy were recruited from pediatric neurology clinics at three midwestern medical centers (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Marshfield Clinic, Dean Clinic) and met the following inclusion criteria: (i) diagnosis of epilepsy within the past 12 months; (ii) no other developmental disabilities (e.g. intellectual impairment, autism); (iii) no other neurological disorder, and (iv) normal clinical MRI. All children entered the study with active epilepsy diagnosed by their treating pediatric neurologists and confirmed by medical record review of the research study pediatric neurologist. We did not exclude children on the basis of psychiatric comorbidities (including attention deficit hyperactive disorder) or learning disabilities. We did however exclude children with intellectual disabilities, autism, and /or other neurological disorders. Details regarding the subject selection process have been described in detail in previous publications [18] . In general, we tried to stay true to the concept of "epilepsy only" as defined broadly in literature [3] , characterized by normal neurological exams, intelligence, and attendance at regular schools. Each child's epilepsy syndrome (Idiopathic Generalized or Localization Related Epilepsy) was defined in a research consensus meeting by the research pediatric neurologist who reviewed all available clinical data (e.g., seizure description and phenomenology, EEG, clinical imaging, neurodevelopmental history) while blinded to all research cognitive, behavioral, and neuroimaging data.
First-degree cousins were used as controls and exclusion criteria were as follows: (i) history of any initial precipitating insult (e.g. simple or complex febrile seizures, cerebral infections, perinatal stroke); (ii) any seizure or seizure-like episode; (iii) diagnosed neurological disease; (iv) loss of consciousness greater than 5 min; (v) other family history of a first-degree related with epilepsy or febrile convulsions. For the current analysis we also excluded control participants with education services (n = 9). We used cousin controls rather than siblings or other potential control groups for the following reasons: (i) first-degree cousins are more genetically distant from the participants with epilepsy and thus less pre-disposed than siblings to shared genetic factors that may contribute to anomalies in brain structure and cognition; (ii) a greater number of first-degree cousins are available than siblings in the target age range and (iii) the family link was anticipated to facilitate participant recruitment and especially retention over time (which is our intent) compared to more general control populations (e.g. unrelated school mates). A summary of demographic and clinical characteristics of participants can be found in Table 1 .
Neuropsychological Assessment
To comprehensively evaluate cognition, a battery of neuropsychological tests were administered to all youth that yielded 20 test measures reflecting performance across the domains of intelligence, academic achievement, language, memory, executive function, and cognitive/psychomotor speed. These test scores were standardized according to age norms in both control and epilepsy groups in order to proceed with graph analyses. The details for all tests and targeted cognitive domains are contained in Table 2 . In addition to graph analyses we characterized cognitive development in a traditional fashion by examining change over time across individual test measures assessing the domains of intelligence (Composite IQ), executive function (D-KEFS Card Sorting Test), language (Expressive Vocabulary Test [EVT]), and processing speed (WISC-IV Digit Symbol) between control subjects and children with epilepsy. This was done using a 2 (Groups: Controls and Epilepsy) x 2 (Time: Baseline and Follow-up) mixed repeated measures ANCOVA with age and sex as covariates. These analyses stand as a conventional analysis of neuropsychological data to which the results of the analyses using graph theory could be compared.
Network Analysis
In this study, we focused on the prospective changes in cognitive network between the two groups rather than comparing performances of the groups at two time points because scores between groups might differ at baseline evaluation. Therefore we normalized to the baseline performance when examining the difference between test scores at both time points (baseline and two-year follow-up) and the result was multiplied by 100 in order to obtain the percentage change for each group according to
x100, were TP 1 and TP 2 are the baseline and followup scores, respectively. Subsequently, a graph or network of correlation coefficients based on the covariance between the percentage changes between tests was constructed for each group rendering symmetric (undirected) weighted adjacency matrices of 20 nodes, N (tests) and 190 edges (connections between them; (N × (N − 1))/2). Afterwards, global measures were acquired at different graph densities while local measures were calculated at a density level that fully connected the networks in all groups (epilepsy and control). One method commonly used to perform graph thresholding is proportional thresholding, which ensures that only X% of the strongest (highest weighted) links form the graph. For example, a proportional threshold of 5% in a matrix of 20 nodes means that only the strongest 10 links would be included in the graph analysis (5% of the 190 total connections in the graph). Unfortunately at lower thresholds graphs might not be fully connected, making group comparisons inaccurate. In order to ensure a fully connected graph for the analysis there is another thresholding method called the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), which is a subgraph of the network that connects all nodes in the graph while minimizing the connection distance (using the strongest weights) between them without forming cycles [19] . However, MST ignores links that form loops, which are necessary for the proper investigation of networks. To harvest the advantage of MST and proportional thresholding methods while avoiding their shortcomings, we used a novel approach to combine these two methods in three steps. First, we calculated the graph minimum spanning tree (MST); second, we calculated the proportional threshold of interest from the graph without the MST; third, we added both results in order to have a fully connected graph at each level of graph density while ensuring the same number of edges for each group [20] . In this way the MST serves as the graph skeleton that ensures that no node is disconnected, and each added proportional threshold helps in the investigation of the interactions of interest. For the remainder of this manuscript, each graph threshold represents a combination of MST and proportional thresholding, indexed by the density level. For example, a density level of 15% would be the MST plus a proportional threshold of 15%. Global metrics were calculated over a range of graph connectivity densities from 5 to 40%, and local measures were calculated at a density level of 20% given that this level was the closest to the average of full graph connectedness in both groups. The Force Atlas algorithm of the open source software Gephi (http://gephi.github.io/) was used for the 2D visualization of community structure on each group (attraction strength = 10, repulsion strength = 1000, gravity = 30).
Graph Theory Measures
Graph theoretical measures were obtained using the Matlab based Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT, http://www.brain-connectivity-toolbox.net/). Weighted-undirected adjacency matrices were created to obtain different graph theory metrics. In order to discern statistically significant group differences, each group matrix was resampled by replacement (i.e. bootstrapped) a total of 1000 times. Graph theory measures were obtained from each resampled matrix at the same threshold and averages were used for evaluations. The graph theory measures of interest in this investigation are described below.
Harmonic mean. Harmonic mean, H m is a measure of integration in a network. It is defined as the inverse of the global efficiency, E which is based on the shortest paths or direct connections between nodes, N [21] :
, where d i,j is the distance from node i to node j. Low H m reflects higher graph integration reflecting a more efficient network. Clustering coefficient. The graph clustering coefficient is a measure that reflects how clustered a network is. It is calculated as the ratio of "triangles" (closed connection between three nodes) to "triplets" (connections between three nodes) in the network [22] [23] : T ¼ 3 Â # of triangles in G # of connected triples of vertices in G . Therefore, it lies between 0 and 1, with low values (close to 0) indicating low clustering and values close to 1 indicating a highly clustered network.
Modularity index and community structure. The modularity or community structure of a network is the subdivision of a network into segregated communities that contribute to the same processes. Unlike the other measures, modular/community structure is statistically estimated instead of computed exactly [24] . Since the number of communities could be variable with different iterations, community structure was calculated 100 times for each group matrix and the number with the highest likelihood was chosen. The modularity index is a measure of the goodness of the subdivision of the graph into communities; the higher its value, the stronger the modular structures in the graph [25] . Modular structure in a network is of great importance because it allows for different processes to take place, therefore representing specialization in the network.
Betweenness centrality. Betweenness centrality (BC) is a measure of the importance of a node, i for the communication of a network [25] . It is calculated based on the node degree and its closeness, which is just the inverse of the average distance from the other nodes; defined as
, where n jk is the number of shortest paths connecting nodes j and k, while n jk (i) is the number of shortest paths connecting j and k and passing through node i. Nodes with high betweenness centrality facilitate global integrative processes given that they serve as "highways" to facilitate "traffic" flow of the network [26] . These metrics were computed for the adjacency matrices of each group. The identical subjects were represented in baseline and follow-up assessments, thus rendering a clear picture of prospective change over time. As such, the combination of information from these metrics would inform about the nature of the development of the cognitive networks of both groups in a two-year period. Statistical testing for the developmental change between healthy controls and children with epilepsy was performed, correcting for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction.
Results
Organizational conformations of cognitive network development were investigated in children with epilepsy at/near the time of diagnosis and in healthy controls. There were no significant differences between participants with epilepsy and healthy controls in age, gender, grade level, and socioeconomic status (p > 0.05).
Neuropsychological Testing
Fig 1 presents the change from baseline to follow-up between controls and participants with epilepsy across individual tests representing the domains of intelligence, executive function, language, and processing speed using repeated measures ANCOVA. All tests showed main effects for group in which control subjects always performed better than the epilepsy participants over time (Composite IQ [27] : F(1,174) = 18.5, p < 0.001; correct sorts (D-KEFS Card Sorting Test) [28] : F(1,174) = 10.4, p = 0.002; expressive vocabulary (EVT) [29] : F(1,174) = 9.8, p = 0.002; processing speed (WISC-IV Digit Symbol) [30] Fig 1, the "parallel lines" across measures depict significant group differences at baseline, cognitive development or growth over the interval, the baseline cognitive differences maintained two years later across representative neuropsychological test measures.
Graph Theory Metrics
Adjacency matrices for the correlation of the percentage change over two years (from baseline to follow-up) between tests in each group can be found in Fig 2, where differences in cognitive development between the two groups can be visually appreciated. The control group presented strong positive developmental correlations between the four IQ measures (first four tests) that were absent in subjects with epilepsy. Furthermore, the test of category switching (CATSWS) presented high correlations with those four IQ tests and also showed strong correlations with the test of inhibition (INHSS) in healthy controls, all of which were absent in the participants with epilepsy. In subjects with epilepsy there were strong positive correlations between naming (BNTTOT) and immediate memory (WLLSS) and between naming and delayed memory recall (WLDSS), the latter presenting instead negative correlations in controls.
Global integration and segregation. The participants with epilepsy presented a significantly higher harmonic mean than healthy controls across the range of investigated graph densities (Fig 3A) . Thus, participants with epilepsy presented lower developmental integration in their cognitive landmarks than healthy controls.
In terms of graph segregation, the epilepsy group showed significantly lower graph clustering than control participants across the range of graph densities (Fig 3B) . Therefore, subjects with epilepsy presented lower global segregation than healthy controls in the development of their cognitive networks. When examining modularity index, the epilepsy group showed higher modularity at 5-15% fixed density but both groups presented similar values above a density of 15% (Fig 3C) .
Local segregation and centrality. Community structure and betweenness centrality were investigated at a density of 20% for the development of cognitive landmarks of subjects with epilepsy and control participants (percentage change). As can be seen in Fig 4, healthy controls demonstrated cognitive development that showed a superior level of organization than the one observed in the participants with epilepsy. Control subjects presented three well-defined modules while subjects with epilepsy presented five modules with overlapping edges, which rendered a less defined developmental conformation.
In terms of hubs, or those tests that facilitate interactions between other tests, both groups presented the test of category switching (CATSWS) while also presenting a test of verbal intelligence as hub: controls showed verbal reasoning (IQSIMS) and participants with epilepsy showed vocabulary (IQVOCS). Therefore, verbal intelligence and executive function seem to be the cognitive abilities providing unification in the cognitive networks regardless of group (epilepsy or control). However, the hubs of verbal intelligence were not identical-verbal Table 2 .
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141186.g002 reasoning in the controls (i.e., using language in the service of thought and reasoning) while more concretely language based (i.e., defining words) in the participants with epilepsy.
In summary, subjects with epilepsy exhibit both lower global integration and segregation in the development of their cognitive networks compared to healthy controls. This network configuration seems to have affected the developmental organization of the cognitive networks in the participants with epilepsy. Although executive function and verbal intelligence served as hubs in both groups, control participants employed reasoning skills while children with epilepsy used more concrete verbal skills.
Discussion
This application of graph theory techniques to prospective neuropsychological data in children with epilepsy and normally developing children provides a novel avenue to characterize and understand the impact of epilepsy and its treatment on cognitive networks and circuitry development, something heretofore not undertaken given the inherent limitations associated with traditional psychometric analyses of human cognitive data. This was shown in the following ways. First, the epilepsy participants showed significantly lower global integration and segregation in the development of their cognitive network than healthy controls. Second, even though both groups presented the same number and similar but not identical kinds of hubs, control subjects presented a more organized development compared to the children with epilepsy as visualized in their community structure. Third, high developmental correlations between measures of intelligence and executive function seemed to be a key component for the efficient and optimal development of cognitive network.
Comparison of the results using graph theory to traditional analyses of cognitive data provides a very divergent view of the effects of epilepsy on prospective cognitive development. Traditional developmental investigations examining tests from different cognitive domains have shown significant differences between children with epilepsy and healthy controls at baseline with comparable development over time, maintaining static group differences with further development [31] [32] . As re-demonstrated here (Fig 1) , both groups maintain the baseline differences that are again observed two years later with seemingly comparable developmental trajectories. This seems to suggest a fairly static "offset" at baseline, maintained at follow up, with otherwise comparable cognitive trajectories-a very consistent and arguably static pattern across multiple cognitive domains. When we explored cognitive development by examining the correlational differences between test score changes over a two-year time frame, a divergent picture of the actual conformational changes of the cognitive networks emerged in contrast to traditional psychometric analyses. Indeed, the global changes in cognitive development were quite different in children with epilepsy compared to control participants. Children with epilepsy presented lower global efficiency (higher harmonic mean) along with lower global clustering that led to a less robust modular organization (i.e. less distinct communities) of their cognitive development (Fig 4, right) .
The global topology of the cognitive network of children with epilepsy revealed a shift toward a configuration in which both global efficiency and segregation were lower compared to controls [7] . Whereas this type of topology does not promote integration of information transfer given the sparse relationship between different tests from different domains (i.e. distant nodes), it is also suboptimal in processing of related tests (i.e. neighboring nodes) (Figs 2  and 4) . Surprisingly the global modularity is not impaired in the epilepsy group compared to control. At lower threshold, the modularity was in fact higher in the epilepsy group compared to controls, but at higher threshold, no significant difference existed between the groups. Studies of brain development employing graph theory have demonstrated that global modularity is in general stable from childhood to adolescent [33] [34] [35] . We speculate that the conservation of modularity in the face of altered cognitive network configuration may underlie the overall maintenance of cognitive function of children with epilepsy in which intelligence remained at an average range despite deficits in other discrete cognitive domains.
Investigations of the local changes in cognitive development rendered similarities and differences between epilepsy and control subjects. The number of cognitive hubs was the same in both groups while also representing the similar cognitive domains of executive function and verbal intelligence. It is not surprising that a measure of executive function represented a hub in the network of healthy subjects given that cognitive processes are regulated by executive functions [36] . Even though hubs were similar between groups, the development of cognitive networks in the children with epilepsy did not show the organization present in healthy subjects. These similarities in the number and nature of hubs along with altered developmental organization of the cognitive landmarks in the group of patients could represent why subjects with epilepsy improve with time in their cognitive testing but not as much as control subjects (Fig 1) .
The differences in the prospective community networks might be viewed as implying that a degree of "cognitive reorganization" has taken place-a process that may be either adaptive or maladaptive. The fact that this network reorganization occurred in the context of what appears to be stable group differences with normal prospective developmental trajectories as defined by traditional neuropsychological analyses (Fig 1) implies that the reorganization is adaptive, serving to maintain cognitive development. While the pattern of prospective network change is clearly different between the epilepsy and control participants, it seemed able to maintain cognitive development at an age appropriate rate, at least for the first two years of the disorder.
Lastly, the integration between the subtests in the intelligence domain seems to be crucial for the optimal organization of cognitive development. A considerably high correlation between these four tests was observed in the group of controls that was absent in the group of patients. Also, a measure of executive function (D-KEFS Category Switching) presented a high integration to those tests of intelligence only in the group of controls. As has been demonstrated previously, epilepsy appears to disrupt a number of robust relationships observed in controls (e.g., birth weight and cognition [37] , maternal IQ and child IQ [38] ) that are absent in children with epilepsy.
Normal cognitive development requires an optimal balance between specialization of certain cognitive abilities (i.e., segregation) and amalgamation of multiple cognitive domains to improve cognitive efficiency (i.e., integration). The lack of balance between segregation and integration in the group of children with epilepsy as observed here could have important clinical implications. For example, lower segregation in their cognitive networks could indicate that improvement in a given test of a certain domain might not necessarily mean an improvement in another (related) test of the same domain as might be observed in normally developing children, but they improve separately. Also, low integration reinforces the lack of/reduced interdependence between different tests across different domains. Such reduced integration and segregation might even be an adaptive process that prevents deficiencies in a certain test to influence another test result. Our findings imply that future cognitive intervention should target specific abilities (e.g. response inhibition) rather than attempting to broadly improve cognitive domains (e.g. executive function).
An important point to notice is the heterogeneity of the epilepsy group, not only regarding the syndrome (ILRE or IGE) but also regarding the laterality of epilepsy foci in the group with ILRE. It is well documented in the literature that location of focal discharges could influence different cognitive abilities concerning the affected location (for a review, see [39] ). Such distinction was not provided in this investigation, however is important that the reader interpret the results taking into consideration such heterogeneity.
In summary, the children with epilepsy deviated markedly from controls in terms of prospective developmental changes in the degree of their cognitive integration and segregation, while presenting the same number and similar nature of hubs. The combination of lower integration and segregation along with local similarities (hubs) in the development of cognitive landmarks observed in children with epilepsy when compared to controls could be contributing to the lower cognitive proficiency observed in pediatric epilepsies, but serving to maintain parallel improvement in the children with epilepsy over time.
Conclusions
As we have shown previously, when examining individual test scores over the same time period, and longer (out to 5 years), a pattern characterized by static control vs. epilepsy test score differences are observed and maintained over time-neither worsening nor improving. But the metrics reported here demonstrate that there are very significant changes in the developmental inter-relationship between test metrics/abilities and the general connectedness and sophistication of the maturation of cognitive networks-a very different and dynamic picture of cognitive circuitry, all of which appears to be altered in children with epilepsy.
Thus, presentation and comparison of standard test metrics does not convey the dynamic and changing complexity in the interrelationships among discrete cognitive skills, the maturation of the cognitive network over time, and the differences between groups. From a neuropsychological perspective, the children with epilepsy are "maintaining" their overall cognitive skills, but in a very different fashion compared to controls. These changing dynamics in cognitive networks over time surely has a neurobiological contribution and a future challenge is to relate developments in the cognitive network to alterations in brain networks and lack thereof.
The next step in this line of research will be to interrogate the impact of epilepsy syndrome, and laterality of focal epilepsy syndromes, on baseline and prospective cognitive networks as characterized by the analytic methods presented here. Both the IGE and LRE groups are composed of several distinct syndromes and the similarities and differences across these syndromes will be an important line of inquiry going forward. Furthermore, the children with epilepsy examined here can be best characterized as what has been referred to as "epilepsy only". How these results may differ compared to, for example, children with more intractable seizures and/ or children with intellectual disability, or other clinically important subgroups, remain to be characterized.
